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and Saturday (treasure hunt
and dinner dance) had left
many of our stalwarts with no
enthusiasm for a real run. We
had part timers galore; Bumble
and Svend gave up, Herr Flick
and Do You came out of
nowhere (certainly not the
start), Puffer  - not at the party
- had failed to understand
junction 5 of the M25 and
arrived 14 minutes late, Bonn
Bugle decided to help with the
drink stop rather than run the
first half.... All very
distracting. But the main
theme remained:

Through many dangers,
doubts and fears, I have
already come; Blue Suit has
led me safe thus far, Blue Suit
will lead me home.

Never has a trail been so
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totally dependent on the
presence of the hare,
constantly putting us right
and guiding our errant steps.
This became infectious; by
the end SBJ was doing exactly
the same thing. (The hares
claimed 4.5 miles, we took 1 hr
45; try the arithmetic!)

At least Ard On’s help with
the directions worked well;
apart from Puffer, those who
had trouble getting there
were those coming from the
Travelodge in Tunbridge
Wells. Mind you, numbers
were low, even with input
from the hardies of East
Grinstead - who seemed
unsurprised by the quirks and
quiddities of Blue Suit’s trail.
I doubt whether there were
ever 20 in one place, even

including the Circle.
Well, those absent missed a

good deal of fun. Not at the
wine-tasting myself, I gather
that Bonn Bugle made good
use of her enthusiasms for
wine-bibbing and shopping,
scoring very highly in rating
the wines by price. Glory went
to her head; by the next day
she was well out of the
running in the Treasure Hunt,
though her story is that Herr
Flick led her astray in the ex-
opera house, now run by
Wetherspoons. (Herr Flick’s
excited account of the fillies to
be found in Wetherspoons of
an evening was a highlight of
the weekend.) Portaloo’s team
dominated the scoring on the
hunt, with inventiveness and
persistence. Sunshine, and a

I  AM FEARED IN FIELD AND
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Date 21-Sep-08

Hares SBJ, Blue Suit

Venue Ide Hill

On On The Woodman

Certain dissenting voices
were heard when the great rule
was proclaimed recently: hares
should go round again with
the pack. Today there would
have been no hash at all had
not the hare been with the
runners. No body could solve
his first check, the hare
included; eventually he
settled for a path which had in
fact no flour, so he started
chucking out chunks of the
stuff, up hill and down dale,
into a dense wood, over
barbed wire.... until in the end
he recovered his original trail.
20 minutes had elapsed;
brilliant timing, since exactly
then the walkers appeared.
Plenty of those: the excitement
of the Friday (wine tasting)

very agreeable way to explore
Tunbridge Wells. Good meal
at High Rocks - which can
cater for hundreds, not just
our 23. (The return to the M25
was made exceptionally
difficult by the closure
overnight of the A21; we had
to go almost to Maidstone...)

All credit to SBJ and Blue
Suit for their imagination and
follow-up in organising such a
successful weekend. If my
account of Sunday’s trail
makes you think smugly “Glad
I wasn’t there!”, think again; if
no one remembers a good trail,
this one will provide matter for
many a natter in hash bars.
After all, none of us knew the
terrain, the scenery is fun, the
weather was cheerful (though
Bumble and G and Tea were

gloomy about the east wind),
it was pleasant to find East
Grinsteaders on the trail with
us, and we ought to record
Tequil Over’s return to
running, front-running indeed.
Please do not comment that
there were very few of the
usual front runners there!
Dormouse was much in
evidence, though he - like
others, who shall remain
nameless - gave up too soon
on certain checks.

Altogether a great weekend!
As for 1745, we were too few -

and too tired - to form armies.
Some other time!



FROM: Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey KT23 4LF
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1747 05-Oct Belcher Vineyard Run
Dorking

1748 12-Oct Arfur Pint
Olive Oyl

1749 19-Oct The Boundah

1750 26-Oct First On
Low Profile

Grayshott

Run 1746

Date 28-Sep-08

Hares Glow Worm, Stilton

Venue Lingfield

On On Star Inn

OS TQ389437

Code RH7 6AH
Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org
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M25  J 6. A22 south towards Blindley Heath. In Blindley Heath
at traffic lights, after Texaco garage, left onto B2029 towards
Lingfield. In Lingfield at roundabout left onto A2028 towards
Edenbridge, after 200m, at next roundabout turn left, still
towards Edenbridge. After 400m, left into Church Rd,
signposted Star Inn. Park in pub car park.

.02-06 Oct — Vineyard Hash Bergerac

31-Oct:  Sister Anna’s Barn Dance, Ashtead. Tickets on sale at
£10 from 21st September onwards.

17 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party in Canterbury

EUROHASH 2009
Eurohash 2009-Antalya, Turkey-22nd to 24th May. See
website for details. Registration Euro 200 up to
31/10/08, then Euro 300. Also Prelube 20th and 21st
May with Fethiye H3. See Fethiye website for details.

Rupert's Bearcats are  performing at Kingswood
Village Club at 8.00pm onSaturday 11 October with a
Fish n Chip Supper available.Orders by 6 October.
Socialise with other Hashers, and have a great trad
jazz night. Crash space available.
Fish n Chip Supper - £5.00
Rupert's Bearcats £4 entrance ,  clubmembers £2
Kingswood Village Club, Brighton Road, Lower
Kingswood KT20 6SZ  01737 833408

If Leo your own birthady marks
You will lust until forty, when starts
A neew pleasure in stamps
Boy Scouts and their camps
And fondling nude statues in parks.


